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Abstract. This article reports on examination of the relationships between manager’s personal values, their attitudes toward concern for environment, concern for economic results and enterprise environmental responsiveness. Schwartz’s list of values and statements about the environmental and economic concerns is used. We analyzed 1179 managers’ answers from Slovenian enterprises with structural equation modeling. Manager’s concern results: (a) for environment positively and significantly and (b) for economics negatively and insignificantly, in influence on enterprise environmental responsiveness. Two value dimensions significantly influence enterprise environmental responsiveness and one negatively. Environmental concern mediates the effect of three, and concern for economic results mediates the effect of two value dimensions on enterprise’s environmental responsiveness. Generalization can be limited due to the focus on one Central Europe country; future examination is needed. Findings are useful for the development of enterprises’ pro-environmental behavior and development of enterprise value system. A model of enterprise’s environmental responsiveness is developed.
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Introduction

Numerous management solutions have emerged in recent years for improving the enterprises’ working and behavior regarding their relations to the natural environment (NE) (Alibeli, Johnson 2009; Glavas, Kelley 2014; Gonzalez-Rodriguez et al. 2016). At the same time, there are limited research evidences how employees’ personal values (PV)
and employees’ attitudes influence the enterprises relations to NE (Cordano et al. 2010; Wang, Juslin 2011; Wynder, Dunbar 2016).

Modern enterprises are faced with the dilemma how to achieve several goals – i.e. economic, natural, social, and ethical goals (Baumol et al. 2007; Peet, Hartwick 2008; Mullins 2013). Therefore, literature emphasized diversified management concepts, which are focused on protection and improvement of NE (Blackburn 2007; Haq, Alistair 2011).

The social and environmentalism studies of enterprises’ offer limited insights into enterprises’ behaviour factors, which determine enterprises’ relationship to NE (Dunlap et al. 1993; Raven, Berg 2003; Davis et al. 2008; Gonzalez-Rodriguez et al. 2016). The economic, business and management authors emphasized importance of environmental protection in business, but the necessary changing of business behavior is dealt with separately (Thompson, Barton 1994; Sullivan 2011). In forefront of environmental management are studies about pro-environmental behavior, environmental values and attitudes, and social responsibility (Westing 1996; Singhapakdi et al. 1996; Vitell et al. 2010). Just individual studies emphasized the influence of economic viewpoints on enterprises’ environmental orientation (Raven, Berg 2003; Baumol et al. 2007; Sullivan 2011) as necessary balanced trade-off between economic and environmental goals of enterprises (Agle et al. 1999; Raven, Berg 2003; Baumol et al. 2007; Sullivan 2011).

The relationship of enterprises to NE is importantly determined by the behavior factors – i.e. beliefs, values, attitudes, etc. (Schwartz 1994; Marcus et al. 2015). Management authors examine values on the base of different methodological starting points for definition of values and behavior – like value-based theory (Rokeach 1973; Schwartz 1994; Hofstede 2001).

Management literature reported about direct and indirect consideration of values and their influences on enterprises’ pro-environmental behavior (Schwartz et al. 2012; Ralston et al. 2014; Gonzalez-Rodriguez et al. 2016). We followed authors, which originate work in values-attitudes-behavior chain (Schwartz 1994; Ralston et al. 2011; Glavas, Kelley 2014). With use of Schwartz’ Theory of basic human values (Schwartz 1994) we define ten groups of personal values (PV) that are expected to shape managers’ attitudes toward the enterprise environmental responsiveness (EER).

Our research reduces the gap between the well spread theoretical researches and less many empirical evidences about influence of managers’ PV and managers’ attitudes toward environmental and economic concern for EER.

1. Theoretical framework and hypotheses development

Literature reported about different relationships between enterprises and NE (Ralston et al. 2011; Camelo-Odraz et al. 2012; Glavas, Kelley 2014). The management theory classifies theoretical and practical cognitions about this issue into two groups (Cordano et al. 2010; Trevino et al. 2014).

The first group includes economic, business, and management studies that are focused on relationships between enterprises and NE through consideration of green business theories (Davis et al. 2008; Peet, Hartwick 2009). These studies reported about va-
riety of business goals, needs to balance between them, human impacts on business, and mezzo organizational theories (Blackburn 2007; Mullins 2013). The second group includes sociological studies, which are focused on the EER and originate in environmentalism (Raven, Berg 2003; Haq, Alistair 2011). They reported about protection of natural resources and ecosystems, the need for the development of suitable behavior of enterprises, and the influence of employees’ PV on development of their ATEN (Stern, Dietz 1994; Karp 1996; Schultz et al. 2005).

We originate our work in studies about enterprises’ responsible behavior with the research of influence of managers’ attitudes toward EER in the framework of values-attitudes-behavior theory (VABT) (Dunlap et al. 1993; Schultz, Zelezny 1999). In that framework, EER was defined as enterprises’ awareness of environmental issues and their utilization of responsible working and behavior about NE (Schultz et al. 2005; Oreg, Katz-Gerro 2006). Following the tradition of social psychology (Jung 1921; Wood 2000; Ajzek 2001), we treat attitudes as “a psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating a particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor” (Schwartz 1994; Schwartz et al. 2012).

Despite several studies, there is in literature only limited evidence about influence of employees’ ATEN on EER (Davis et al. 2008; Camelo-Odraz et al. 2012; Wynder, Dunbar 2016). ATEN are based on the relative importance that persons place on themselves, other people, or plants and animals; several authors labeled this as egoistic, social-altruistic, and bio-spheric values orientation (Schultz, Zelezny 1999; Stern 2000; Schultz et al. 2005). Environmental studies reported that employees’ ATEN contains valid predictors for EER (Schultz, Zelezny 1999; Haq, Alistair 2011). These arguments suggest the following hypothesis:

**H1:** Managers attitudes toward concern for environment are significantly and positively related to the enterprise environmental responsiveness.

ATEC are based on the relative importance that persons ascribe to the achievement of the economic results on their, others’, or society working (Dunlap et al. 1993; Karp 1996; Schwartz et al. 2012). Recent studies offer limited insights in relations between ATEC – as worrying of employees about the economic results of enterprise, and EER (Baumol et al. 2007; Hanley et al. 2007; Cordano et al. 2010). Following the tradition of classical economics we presume negative relations between managers’ ATEC and EER (Friedman 1970; Hanley et al. 2007). These arguments suggest the following hypothesis:

**H2:** Managers attitudes toward concern for economic results are significantly and negatively related to the enterprise environmental responsiveness.

Studies of VABT do not clearly explain the influence of individual’s PV on their attitudes (Posner, Munson 1979; Papagiannakis, Lioukas 2012). Values are conceptualized as important life goals or standards which serve as guiding principles in a person’s life (Rokeach 1973; Schwartz 1994). While the significance of employees’ PV in studying of enterprises’ working has been noted, the mechanism by which PV impact organizations is not clearly understood (Ralston et al. 2011; Glavas, Kelley 2014). Present studies emphasize values as determinants of attitudes and behaviors (Posner, Munson
1979; Schultz, Zelezny 1999; Ralston et al. 2014); they used for their consideration different social-psychological paradigms – like values-base theory (Stern, Dietz 1994; Stern 2000; Dietz et al. 2005).

The reported research examines values with use of Schwartz’ cognitions (Schwartz 1994; Schwartz et al. 2012) and adopted his typology of PV. The prior studies which originate in Schwartz’ work (Schwartz 1994) examine PV of individuals as values-items, types and categories of values’ system and confirmed influences of different values types on organizational behavior (Karp 1996; Nordlund, Garvill 2002; Stern, Dietz 1994; Dietz et al. 2005). Thus, we presume that ten values types of individual PV significantly influence the: (a) considered employees’ ATEN and ATEC, and (b) EER. These arguments suggest the following hypotheses:

**H3:** Managers’ personal values significantly influence managers’ attitudes toward the concern for natural environment.

**H4:** Managers’ personal values significantly influence managers’ attitudes toward the concern for economic results.

**H5:** Managers’ personal values significantly influence enterprise environmental responsiveness.

Management studies also reported contradictory results about the mediating role of diverse factors with influence of PV on behavior (Agle et al. 1999; Dietz et al. 2005; Alibeli, Johnson 2009). Several studies reported that diversified factors mediate the effect of values on behavior – e.g. influence of culture (Hofstede 2001; Shafer et al. 2007); ethics (Glavas, Kelley 2014; Trevino et al. 2014), personality (Oreg, Katz-Gerro 2006; Mullins 2013). Studies of VABT also reported about important mediating role of attitudes on influence of PV on behavior – e.g. in international and national studies (Shafer et al. 2007; Pastor, Mayo 2008; Cordano et al. 2010). According to the mentioned studies, we presume that personal attitudes mediate the effect of PV on EER. These arguments suggest the following hypotheses:

**H6:** Managers attitudes about concern for natural environment mediate the effect of their personal values on the enterprise environmental responsiveness.

**H7:** Managers attitudes about concern for economic results mediate the effect of their personal values on the enterprise’s environmental responsiveness.

## 2. Methodology

### 2.1. Sample and procedure

Random sampling was done based on GVIN, a directory which lists Slovenian business organizations (Bisnode 2016). Data were collected through computer-assisted telephone interviews (CATI) of employees in Slovenian organizations in 2015. A maximum three answers per organization were allowed. 1000 organizations and around 3500 managers in the selected organizations were contacted. We obtained 1214 answers, resulting in 34.7% response rate. After elimination of incomplete answers and several including outliers, our sample includes 1179 answers.
In terms of sample characteristics we outline the following. The average age of managers is 38.7 years and managers have on average 16.1 years of work experiences. Among them 38% are males and 62% are females. Regarding participants’ education, 39.5% have finished high school, 45.9% have bachelor degree, and the rest have master (11.7%) and doctorate (2.6%) degree; and (b) current position in the organization, 52.7% are first-line managers, 31.0% are middle managers, and 16.3% are top managers. In terms of organizational size, 58.6% of managers’ work in organizations with fewer than 100 employees, 31.6% in organizations having between 100 and 1000 employees, and 10.1% in organizations with more than 1000 employees. The managers were from organizations operating in agriculture, mining, forestry and fishing (1.7%), construction (3.0%), manufacturing (24.4%), transportation and communication (8.7%), the wholesale and retail trade (18.3%), finance, insurance, and real estate (12.7%), services (8.7%), public administration (11.2%), healthcare (2.4%), and other industries (8.6%).

Instrument used – Questionnaire for this survey was composed from different questionnaires and consists of three parts. In the first part we included a list of values from Schwartz’s value survey (Schwartz 1994); in the second part 25 items aimed to measure different aspects of enterprises’ social responsibility and related social responsible behavior from international research groups were adopted (Ralston et al. 2011; Ralston et al. 2014). In the last part we asked participants about typical demographic data in business research.

2.2. Measures

Personal values – Schwartz value survey (SVS) was used to measure employees’ PV (Schwartz 1994). SVS is a broadly used cross-culturally validated questionnaire, including a list of 56 PV, which are aimed to measure ten motivational types that guide human behavior. 56 single values can be further collected into 10 groups of PV (also named dimensions of value) which were used in this study. Their reliability were assessed on worldwide samples in psychological research stream (Schwartz 1994), business research (Schultz, Zelezny 1999; Nordlund, Garvill 2002; Ralston et al. 2011), as well as on Slovenian samples (Potocan et al. 2013; Potocan, Nedelko 2015). In this paper dimensions of values have the following reliability: power \((\alpha = .695)\), achievement \((\alpha = .714)\), hedonism \((\alpha = .645)\), stimulation \((\alpha = .628)\), self-direction \((\alpha = .599)\), universalism \((\alpha = .783)\), benevolence \((\alpha = .742)\), security \((\alpha = .597)\), tradition \((\alpha = .581)\), and conformity \((\alpha = .603)\). The obtained reliability coefficients are comparable to those in business studies using Schwartz’ SVS (Ralston et al. 2011; Potocan et al. 2013; Potocan, Nedelko 2015).

Managers’ attitudes – Managers’ ATEN and ATEC, were measured with 25 items aimed at measuring EER (Blackburn 2007; Cordano et al. 2010; Ralston et al. 2011). ATEN is accurately and reliably represented by four items – i.e. EN1, EN2, EN3, and EN4 (see e.g. Dunlap et al. 1993; Thompson, Barton 1994; Cordano et al. 2010). Cronbach’s \(\alpha\) for this scale was 0.736. The reliability of the construct “managers’ environmental concern” could be compared with the “environmental concepts” presented by researchers.
in this field. For instance, research about the level of environmental concern (Alibeli, Johnson 2009) illustrates a Cronbach’s $\alpha$ falling between 0.539 and 0.572 for three constructs related to concern for the environment. Schultz and Zelezny (1999) reported a Cronbach’s $\alpha$ coefficient between 0.47 and 0.81; after modification, the reliability coefficient for all 14 nations in the sample was 0.70. In this field of research, Nordlund and Garvill (2002) and Oreg and Katz-Gerro (2006) reported similar values of Cronbach’s $\alpha$ (the lowest $\alpha = 0.52$ and $\alpha = 0.50$, respectively). Thus, it is evident that reliability of environmental concern is in line with those reported in the above outlined environmental behavior studies. Managers’ ATEC is accurately and reliably represented with items used to measure the importance of achieving economic results. For our consideration of ATEC we used 6 items – i.e. EC1, EC2, Ec3, EC4, EC5, and EC6 (see e.g. Kemmelmeier et al. 2002; Blackburn 2007; Mullins 2013). Cronbach’s $\alpha$ for this scale was 0.611. In our research the ATEC yielded a lower reliability coefficient, in comparison to environmental concern. Looking for the reasons for relatively low achieved reliability, reveals different approaches in studying “profit orientation”, which is mainly oriented on well-established instruments and on the organizational level. For instance, a survey that is focused on issue regarding justification of enterprises’ social responsibility in organizations, does not report about reliability coefficients, since the accounting-based measures are utilized – e.g. return on assets, return on equity, etc. (Agle et al. 1999; Lin et al. 2012). There are also other studies, which do not report about reliability coefficients of economic aspects, due to the nature of the study – primarily theoretical orientation of the studies (Munda 1997; Hanley et al. 2007; Mullins 2013). In our study we examine the economic aspect of enterprise’s social responsibility through the lenses of managers’ ATEC. In search for dimensions or constructs aimed to measure “profit or economic orientation”, we emphasize a research about managers orientation, where Cronbach’s $\alpha$ for performance goal orientation was 0.61 (Pastor, Mayo 2008).

According to the outlined cognitions about economic dimension of EER and its empirical measurement, we can conclude that reliability of ATEC is in acceptable range, according to the prevalent practice in this field and the exploratory nature of the study. Enterprises’ environmental responsiveness – finally, we identified a construct focusing on managers’ perception of EER. The used four items for measuring measure this construct – i.e. RES 1, RES2, RES3, and RES 4 (see e.g. Westing 1996; Cordano et al. 2010). Cronbach’s $\alpha$ for this scale was 0.659. Again, reliability coefficient is acceptable due to the exploratory nature of the study. Our reliability is comparable with those in similar studies in this field (Schultz, Zelezny 1999; Nordlund, Garvill 2002) as well as to the different business research about employees’ and managers’ behavior (Ralston et al. 2011; Ralston et al. 2014).

2.3. Research design and data analysis

We examined the relationships among managers’ PV, managers’ ATEN and ATEC, and EER, as perceived by the managers. Structural equation modeling (SEM) techniques were used to examine these relations. Hypotheses were tested using AMOS program, following the suggestions of Arbuckle (2007) and Byrne (2010). Elements of descriptive statistics and zero-ordered correlations for variables used in the study were also outlined.
First, the impact of managers’ ATEN and ATEC on EER was examined. Second, the impact of ten dimensions of PV on managers’ ATEN and ATEC was examined, and followed by the impact of personal values on EER. In the last step, one examined the mediation effect of managers’ ATEN and ATEC on the association between managers’ personal values and EER, as perceived by the managers. Before testing the mediation effect one examined conditions for existence of mediation effect (Baron, Kenny 1986; Zhao et al. 2010). Research model for our work is depicted in Figure 1.

2.4. Analysis of the proposed research model

Prior to hypotheses testing we test the fit of the proposed model. Our research approach is built upon: (1) prevalent practice in environmental research stream, where focus is to identify significant pathways between PV and designated constructs, often not considering the reliability of the entire proposed model or possible relations (Schultz, Zelezny 1999; Nordlund, Garvill 2002); (2) general findings from psychological literature about relations between values, attitudes and behavior in the frame of value-attitude-behavior theory (Rokeach 1973; Homer, Kahle 1988; Schwartz 1994); and (3) experiences from individual studies which examine PV and their relations to different attitudes and behaviors (Kemmelmeier et al. 2002; Papagiannakis, Lioukas 2012; Potocan et al. 2013). In terms of reporting goodness of fit of the proposed research model (Fig. 1), the fit
statistics was calculated for the three factor measurement model – i.e. ATEN, ATEC, and EER. The fit statistics for three factor measurement model ($\chi^2$ (N = 1179, df = 69) = 325.391, p < .05; CFI = .915; IFI = 0.916; RMSEA = .056; PCLOSE < .05 (0.047) indicated a good fit between the hypothesized model and data (Hu, Bentler 1999; Byrne 2010). Thus, for the final model it was presupposed that our proposed model will reflect the data well, when significant pathways between PV and environmental constructs were confirmed in different studies (Schultz, Zelezny 1999; Shafer et al. 2007; Wang, Juslin 2011), including the reliable factorial structure of the Schwartz personal values theory (Schwartz 1994).

Multicollinearity – in terms of identifying multicollinearity among managers’ PV, managers’ ATEN, managers’ ATEC and EER, the “tolerance values” ranged between 0.372 and 0.808, and the VIF values ranged between 1.237 and 2.691 According to Ho’s (2006) suggestions, tolerance values, greater than 0.10 and VIF values lower than 10 are all acceptable. Thus, multicollinearity is not an issue in our analysis.

3. Research results

3.1. Analysis of the results

Descriptive statistics and zero-order correlations for the variables of interest in the study are shown in Table 1. These findings suggest a deeper examination of the association between manager’s PV, managers’ ATEN, managers’ ATEC, and EER.

Table 2 presents path analysis of considered managers’ attitudes on EER.

Table 2 reveals that managers’ ATEN are significantly and positively related to the EER ($\beta = 0.872$, $p < .001$). This result confirms the Hypothesis 1. Table 2 also reveals that managers’ ATEC are insignificant and negatively related to the EER ($\beta = –0.010$, $p > .05$). Because the managers’ ATEC are insignificant, we reject Hypothesis 2.

Table 3 presents the direct effect of dimensions of personal values on ATEN, ATEC, and EER.

Results in Table 3 reveal that managers’ PV universalism, benevolence, and conformity are significantly and positively related to their ATEC, while power, achievement, hedonism, and tradition are significantly and negatively related to their ATEN. The impact of managers’ PV stimulation, self-direction, and security are not significant. Based on findings about the significant impact of seven managers’ PV, we can support Hypothesis 3. In terms of explained variance, results show that 29.9 % of the variance in managers’ ATEN is accounted for by the variance in managers’ PV.

Table 3 reveals that power, achievement, hedonism, and tradition are significantly and positively related to managers’ ATEC, while self-direction, universalism, and benevolence are significantly and negatively related to their ATEC. Additionally, the impact of managers’ PV stimulation and conformity are not significant. Based on findings about the significant impact of seven managers’ PV we can support Hypothesis 4. In terms of the explained variance, results show that 36.3% of the variance in managers’ ATEC is accounted for by the variance in managers’ PV.
Table 1. Means, standard deviations, and correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Power</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Achievement</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.655**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Hedonism</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.404**</td>
<td>0.415**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Stimulation</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.469**</td>
<td>0.503**</td>
<td>0.489**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Self-direction</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.420**</td>
<td>0.609**</td>
<td>0.377**</td>
<td>0.454**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Universalism</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.331**</td>
<td>0.488**</td>
<td>0.258**</td>
<td>0.287**</td>
<td>0.544**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Benevolence</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.365**</td>
<td>0.545**</td>
<td>0.305**</td>
<td>0.322**</td>
<td>0.518**</td>
<td>0.676**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Conformity</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.466**</td>
<td>0.527**</td>
<td>0.306**</td>
<td>0.320**</td>
<td>0.362**</td>
<td>0.458**</td>
<td>0.634**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Tradition</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.389**</td>
<td>0.334**</td>
<td>0.218**</td>
<td>0.248**</td>
<td>0.217**</td>
<td>0.442**</td>
<td>0.513**</td>
<td>0.537**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Security</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.465**</td>
<td>0.538**</td>
<td>0.359**</td>
<td>0.324**</td>
<td>0.457**</td>
<td>0.578**</td>
<td>0.649**</td>
<td>0.614**</td>
<td>0.489**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. ENVIRO</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.094**</td>
<td>–0.044</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>–0.012</td>
<td>–0.094**</td>
<td>–0.221**</td>
<td>–0.105**</td>
<td>–0.008</td>
<td>–0.111**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. ECONO</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>–0.276**</td>
<td>–0.174**</td>
<td>–0.143**</td>
<td>–0.132**</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>–0.136**</td>
<td>–0.126**</td>
<td>–0.050</td>
<td>–0.279**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. CEV</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>–0.016</td>
<td>–0.084**</td>
<td>–0.001</td>
<td>–0.059*</td>
<td>–0.072*</td>
<td>–0.250**</td>
<td>–0.221**</td>
<td>–0.147**</td>
<td>–0.147**</td>
<td>–0.153**</td>
<td>0.541**</td>
<td>–0.120**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: **p < 0.001, * p < 0.05; sample size is 1179.
Table 2. Path analysis of managers’ attitudes on EER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients (β)</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients (β)</th>
<th>C.R.</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concern for environment</td>
<td>72.3%</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>10.276</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern for economic results</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>-0.162</td>
<td>0.872</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *dependent variable – EER.

Table 3. The direct effect of types of personal values on ATEN, ATEC, and EER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Achievement</th>
<th>Hedonism</th>
<th>Stimulation</th>
<th>Self-direction</th>
<th>Universalism</th>
<th>Benevolence</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Tradition</th>
<th>Conformity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>-0.238**</td>
<td>-0.074*</td>
<td>-0.075*</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>0.333**</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>-0.211**</td>
<td>0.092*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.235**</td>
<td>0.254**</td>
<td>0.142**</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>-0.137**</td>
<td>-0.219**</td>
<td>-0.284**</td>
<td>-0.030</td>
<td>0.261**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EER</td>
<td>0.114*</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>-0.133*</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>-0.070</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.188**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: EN – environmental concern; EC – concern for economic results; EER – enterprise environmental responsiveness; **p < 0.001; * p < 0.05.

Regarding the EER the results in Table 3 reveal that power and tradition are significantly and positively related, and self-direction is significantly and negatively related to them. On the other hand, the impact of managers’ PV achievement, hedonism, stimulation, universalism, benevolence, security, and conformity is not significant. Based on findings about insignificant impact of these seven types of values, we reject Hypothesis 5.

Finally, we present results about mediating effect of managers’ ATEC on the relationship between managers’ PV and EER. Conditions for existence of mediation effect (Baron, Kenny 1986; Zhao et al. 2010) of ATEN are fulfilled (confirmed Hypotheses 1, 3, 4), while for the mediation effect of ATEC, one out of three conditions is fulfilled (hypotheses 4), since the effect of attitudes regarding economic results on EER is insignificant (Hypothesis 2 rejected). Even though, mediation effect of managers’ ATEC can be considered (Judd, Kenny 1981). Table 4 summarizes the main findings about indirect effect of PV on EER, through considered ATEN and ATEC.

Considering the indirect effect of PV through manager’s ATEN on EER, the joint effect of values and mediator is much stronger, than the direct effect of PV on EER (power: direct effect – β = 0.105, p < 0.05; indirect = -0.201; self-direction direct effect – β = -0.133, p < 0.001; indirect = -0.021; tradition: direct effect – β = 0.167, p < 0.001; indirect = -0.132).

Table 4. The indirect effect of types of personal values on EER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Achievement</th>
<th>Hedonism</th>
<th>Stimulation</th>
<th>Self-direction</th>
<th>Universalism</th>
<th>Benevolence</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Tradition</th>
<th>Conformity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN-Ma</td>
<td>-0.201</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
<td>-0.038</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>-0.021</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>-0.030</td>
<td>-0.132</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC-Mb</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
<td>-0.052</td>
<td>-0.029</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>-0.042</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: a – standardized indirect effect of personal values on the EER – mediation variable is employees’ ATEN; b – standardized indirect effect of personal values on the EER – mediation variable is employees’ ATEC.
Hence, there is a positive mediation effect of ATEN for self-direction values, where the negative impact of self-direction values on EER, is turned into a positive impact. On the other hand, there is a negative mediation effect of ATEN for power values, where introduction of mediator variable reduces positive impact of power and tradition values on EER and turns it into a negative impact. Based on these results we can support Hypothesis 6 for power, self-direction and tradition values. Remaining dimensions of values do not support Hypothesis 6.

Indirect effect of PV, through managers’ ATEN, on EER, the effect is stronger than direct effect of PV on EER (self-direction: direct effect – $\beta = -0.177$, $p < 0.001$; indirect = 0.035; universalism: direct effect – $\beta = 0.302$, $p < 0.001$; indirect = 0.039). There is a positive mediation effect of ATEC on the relationship between self-direction values and EER, where the negative impact of self-direction values on EER, is turned into a positive impact. There is a negative mediation effect of ATEC on the relationship between universalism values and EER, where introduction of mediator variable reduces positive impact of self-direction values EER and turns it into a negative impact. Based on these results we can support Hypothesis 7 for universalism and self-direction.

In terms of the explained variance, results show that 72.3% of the variance in EER is accounted for by the variance in managers’ ATEN and ATEC.

3.2. Discussion

This study reveals strong positive influence of employees’ ATEN on EER, what is in accordance with previous environmental studies (Stern 2000; Blackburn 2007; Peet, Hartwick 2009; Haq, Alistair 2011). Additionally, the study results that ATEC negatively influences the EER, but the impact is very weak and insignificant, contradicts the previous studies, which reported about its significant negative influence (Kemmelmieier et al. 2002; Cordano et al. 2010; Marcus et al. 2015).

Regarding the influence of managers’ ten dimensions of PV on their attitudes, results reveal positive impact of universalism and benevolence PV on employee’s ATEC; that is in line with previous studies which emphasized concern for preservation of NE (Schwartz 1994) and importance of NE for employees (Karp 1996; Schultz, Zelezny 1999). The negative impact of power values on ATEN, also reflects general findings about the traditional relations between environmental and economic goals (Friedman 1970; Munda 1997; Hanley et al. 2007).

In terms of the direct impact of managers’ PV it is evident that the impact of PV on EER is considerably weaker than the impact of employees’ attitudes. This reflects stronger indirect effect of PV on EER. Those findings reflect the main cognitions from VABT, where it is outlined that individual’s attitudes have stronger influence on individuals behavior than values do (Homer, Kahle 1988).

In terms of the indirect impact of PV on EER, it is evident that besides the significant mediating effect of ATEN and ATEC for several groups of values – i.e. both mediating variables importantly change the strength of direct impact of PV; they either reduce or enhance the impact of PV. This differs from the previous studies about relations between EER and ATEC (e.g. Friedman 1970).
Conclusions

This paper reports about examination of the relationships between managers’ PV, their ATEN, their ATEC, and EER. Regarding the impact of employees’ ATEN reveals strong positive and significant influence on EER, while employees’ ATEC negatively influences EER, but the impact is very weak and insignificant.

What about the direct influence of PV on considered variables, we confirm a significant influence of values on both groups of manager’s attitudes and an insignificant influence on EER. In terms of the mediation effect of employees’ ATEC it is evident that economic results have a negative mediation effect on the relationship between universalism and traditional values and EER, since they reduce the positive impact of both value groups on EER. This indicates a negative mediation effect of ATEC on relationship between employees’ PV and EET.

Our findings suggest that the study of EER could be extended to include in theoretical consideration the employees’ PV and attitudes regarding the issue related with additional theories, approaches, and viewpoints for managers of moral development and to counteract their pro-environmental behavior.

Practical implications enable developing a high EER. Policy recommendations include mainly the better understanding and management of PV, ATEN, ATEC, and EER in the enterprise. Cognitions about influence of PV on ATEN, ATEC and EER provide starting points for improvement of management of EER. Results could also be used for rethinking the previous researches about the pro-environmental behavior of enterprises about managers’ capacity of EER, adequacy of their education and training programs, and possibilities for managers’ ethical development.

In terms of future research, consideration of managers’ PV can be extended to different typologies, and samples for consideration. The presented results are valid for a Slovenian sample; that can limit generalization of cognitions in other countries. Additionally, we could not consider all influential behavior factors. Another limitation is related to the self-assessment approach used for obtaining manager’s answers, due to the possible effect of self-assessment on the results.
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